Columbia in Paris: English Program

Challenge yourself academically and personally on the Columbia in Paris: English Program. You will be able to take courses at Reid Hall, Columbia’s Global Center in France, and Sciences Po, a world-renowned institution in the social sciences. Depending on your goals and interests, you will choose from a broad range of options, such as economics, the arts, history, French language, and more.

Push yourself out of your comfort zone and expand your ways of thinking, by immersing yourself in the French language and culture. By the end of the semester or year, you will find yourself more confident in your role as a global citizen.

Learn more by scanning the QR Code and apply by March 15, 2023!

Columbia in London

Experience British university life and pursue your academic interests on Columbia in London. Learn from Columbia faculty whose work engages with the city's literary culture and pursue your academic interests at the prestigious institution, Queen Mary University of London (QMUL)!

You will enroll in the required Columbia Global Seminar, London as Literature: The Early Modern City taught by Professor Alan Stewart. To complete your academic program, you will choose from QMUL’s expansive course offerings, such as engineering, drama, literature, political science, and more. This Fall term program is open to Columbia and Barnard undergraduates from all disciplines.

Learn more by scanning the QR Code and apply by March 1, 2023!